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Abstract The Global Positioning System (GPS) has revolutionized the abil-

ity to monitor Earth-system processes, including Earth’s water cycle. Sev-

eral analysis centers process GPS data to estimate ground-antenna positions

at daily temporal resolution. Differences in processing strategies can lead to
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inconsistencies in coordinate-position estimates and therefore influence the

analysis of crustal displacement associated with variations in atmospheric and

hydrologic mass loading. Here, we compare five GPS data products produced

by three processing centers: the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory, Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory, and UNAVCO Consortium. We find that 5 to 30 per cent

of the scatter in residual GPS time series (commonly considered noise) can

be explained by atmospheric loading in the contiguous U.S. and Alaska, but

that the percentages vary widely by data product. Positions derived using

high-resolution troposphere models (e.g. ECMWF) exhibit significantly lower

scatter after correcting for atmospheric loading than positions estimated using

constant or slowly-varying troposphere models (e.g. GPT2w). The data prod-

ucts also exhibit differences in seasonal deformation (commonly attributed, in

large part, to fluctuations in hydrologic mass loading): median vector differ-

ences in estimated seasonal amplitude range from 0.4-1.0 mm in the vertical

component and 0.1-0.3 mm in the horizontal components, or about 10-40%

of the mean amplitudes of seasonal oscillation. Newer products exhibit lower

total scatter and stronger correlations than older products. Network-coherent

differences in estimates of seasonal deformation reveal reference-frame incon-

sistencies between data products. We also cross-check two independent models

of atmospheric pressure loading: ESMGFZ and LoadDef.

Keywords elastic Earth deformation · atmospheric pressure loading ·

troposphere delays · GPS processing · GNSS processing · hydrologic loading ·

seasonal Earth deformation

Declarations

A. Availability of Data and Material

GPS position series are available from the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory at

http://geodesy.unr.edu/gps timeseries/,
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from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (post-point series) at

https://sideshow.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/JPL GPS Timeseries/,

and from UNAVCO at

https://www.unavco.org/data/gps-gnss/derived-products/derived-products.html.

Elastic displacements produced by changes in non-tidal atmospheric loading

(as well as non-tidal oceanic and hydrologic loading) are available from GFZ

German Research Centre for Geosciences at

https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/esmdata/loading and at

ftp://esmdata.gfz-potsdam.de/LOADING.

The LoadDef software for modeling load-induced deformation is available from

Martens et al (2019).
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1 Introduction

The Global Positioning System (GPS) records displacements of Earth’s sur-

face associated with a variety of natural processes, including tectonic and

volcanic deformation, earthquake offsets and relaxation, glacial isostatic ad-

justment, the redistribution of oceanic and atmospheric mass, and variations

in continental water storage. The precise processing of the raw satellite data

recorded by ground-based receivers is critical to quantifying and interpreting

Earth-system processes; however, processing strategies are complex and in-

volve many assumptions and tunable parameters. Furthermore, some of the

geophysical signals exhibit similar temporal and spatial patterns, which re-

quires additional analysis at the post-processing stage to decompose the time

series into its component parts.

An emerging sub-field of geodesy, called hydrogeodesy, uses GPS and other

geodetic datasets to advance understanding of the Earth’s hydrological cycle.

Although large variations in hydrologic mass occur predominantly at seasonal

time scales (e.g. Argus et al 2014; Borsa et al 2014; Fu et al 2015; Argus et al

2017), short-period transient variations in hydrologic mass can also manifest

due to, for example, individual episodes of intense precipitation and runoff

(e.g. Milliner et al 2018; Springer et al 2019). In order to best characterize

crustal deformation caused by the redistribution of water mass across a broad
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range of time scales, other known sources of deformation must be modeled and

removed from the GPS time series.

One of the most prominent sources of crustal deformation recorded by

GPS arises from variations in atmospheric surface pressure, which fluctuates

predominantly on time scales of hours to weeks as well as at annual (i.e. one-

year) periods (e.g. van Dam et al 1994, 1997; Wijaya et al 2013). Solid Earth’s

elastic response to the redistribution of atmospheric mass each day can exceed

10 mm (e.g. Petrov and Boy 2004; Williams and Penna 2011; Dill and Dobslaw

2013), which is similar to the scale of deformation associated with hydrologic

mass loading (e.g. Fu et al 2015; Argus et al 2017).

To accommodate a wide array of possible scientific applications that take

advantage of GPS observations of crustal deformation, to prioritize other pro-

cessing needs, and in adherence to IERS conventions (Petit and Luzum 2010),

atmospheric pressure loading is not routinely modeled and removed from GPS

data during processing (e.g. Williams and Penna 2011; Männel et al 2019;

Mémin et al 2020). Thus, it is the responsibility of the end user to make ap-

propriate corrections for atmospheric loading if necessary. To facilitate the

corrections, predictions of surface deformation caused by fluctuations in at-

mospheric surface pressure are now regularly computed based on numerical

weather models informed by empirical data, and made available on global

grids at high (sub-daily) temporal resolution (e.g. Petrov and Boy 2004; Dill

and Dobslaw 2013; Wijaya et al 2013).

Prior studies have shown, however, that the methods used to process GPS

data can significantly impact the retention of atmospheric-loading signals in

the position time series (e.g. Tregoning and Herring 2006; Kouba 2009; Steigen-

berger et al 2009; Tregoning and Watson 2009, 2011). In particular, mismodel-

ing the travel-time delays of GPS signals through the troposphere can result in

increased position errors and a partial compensation of atmospheric pressure
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loading (e.g. Tregoning and Herring 2006; Steigenberger et al 2009). Vertical

position estimates are negatively correlated with troposphere delay (Steigen-

berger et al 2009): thus, it is easy to absorb mismodeled troposphere delay

into estimates of GPS height changes caused by atmospheric pressure loading.

An increase in atmospheric pressure produces an increase in the zenith delay

and a downward displacement of the GPS; similarly, a decrease in atmospheric

pressure produces a decrease in the zenith delay and an upward displacement

of the GPS. When the zenith delay is underestimated relative to the true

pressure conditions, the displacement of the GPS due to atmospheric pressure

loading can also be underestimated relative to the true surface deflection.

Height errors of up to 10 mm in polar regions can result when inaccurate

(e.g. static or slowly varying) values for zenith hydrostatic delays are used

during GPS processing, particularly if low satellite elevation-angle cutoffs are

also used and if corrections to the a priori zenith delays are estimated using

only wet mapping functions (Boehm et al 2006a; Tregoning and Herring 2006;

Kouba 2009). Furthermore, Steigenberger et al (2009) found that seasonal

fluctuations in station height can vary by up to about 1 mm depending on the

troposphere-delay models used during processing. As a result, correcting for

atmospheric loading at the post-processing stage using high-resolution models

can run the risk of overcorrecting for atmospheric loading when oversimplified

or mismodeled troposphere delays are used during initial processing.

Although high-resolution (temporal and spatial) troposphere delays de-

rived from numerical weather models consistently yield the most accurate

GPS position estimates, and prior studies have recommended against using

approximate, low-resolution troposphere delays during GPS processing (e.g.

Kouba 2009; Steigenberger et al 2009; Munekane and Boehm 2010), some

contemporary and widely available GPS data products have utilized static or

slowly-varying a priori troposphere-delay models during processing (so-called
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“blind models”) for reasons of convenience and practicality, such as ease of

implementation and availability of models at low latency (e.g. Boehm et al

2006a, 2015). Since imprecise GPS coordinate positions can influence assess-

ments of surface mass loading, including critical estimates of freshwater storage

and movement, we aim to quantify the discrepancies in GPS positions among

several key datasets and examine the practical effects of their differences on

signatures of water-mass loading across the spatially dense Plate Boundary

Observatory (PBO) network (now superseded by the Network of the Ameri-

cas, NOTA) in the contiguous U.S. and Alaska.

The main objectives and outcomes of our study include: (1) assessing the

extent to which atmospheric pressure loading can explain scatter in three-

component (east, north, up) residual time series across the contiguous U.S. and

Alaska at high spatial resolution; (2) comparing time-series scatter when cor-

recting for atmospheric loading for five GPS data products generated by three

independent processing centers employing two independent software packages;

and (3) evaluating the effects of GPS processing and atmospheric-loading cor-

rections on estimates of three-component annual deformation, which is largely

associated with seasonal changes in continental water storage. Discrepancies

between data products can place bounds on the observational precision of in-

ferred seasonal water-storage variations. We interpret the discrepancies in the

context of individual time-series precision, which has improved with newer

data-processing methods. We also consider best practices for treating atmo-

spheric pressure loading in GPS time series.
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2 Methods

2.1 GPS Data Processing and Product Comparisons

We investigate five GPS data products: a recent re-analysis by the Nevada

Geodetic Laboratory (“NGL-IGS14”) (Blewitt et al 2018); a former analysis

by the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory (“NGL-IGS08”); a recent re-analysis by

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (“JPL-2018a”) (Zumberge et al 1997; Bertiger

et al 2020; Heflin et al 2020); a former analysis by the Jet Propulsion Lab-

oratory (“JPL-2011b”); and a recent (pre-September 2019) analysis by the

UNAVCO consortium (“UNAVCO”) (Herring et al 2016). The position esti-

mates produced by the UNAVCO Consortium reflect the combined solutions

from two processing centers: Central Washington University (CWU) and New

Mexico Tech (NMT). We analyze a total of 1832 GPS sites in North America,

mostly from the PBO and GAGE networks, over the three-year period from

October 2012 to October 2015. We focus on the 1185 GPS sites that are com-

mon to all five products for statistical analyses, and show all available stations

for each product in select map-view figures (see captions).

Two of the most widely used software packages for processing GPS data are

GIPSY-OASIS (now superseded by GipsyX) (Zumberge et al 1997; Bertiger

et al 2020) and GAMIT/GLOBK (Herring et al 2016). Both GIPSY and

GipsyX use a precise point positioning (PPP) algorithm based on a filter-

ing approach to estimate the position coordinates of a single GPS receiver

(Zumberge et al 1997; Bertiger et al 2010, 2020). GAMIT adopts a double-

difference approach to estimate the positions of multiple stations within a

network (e.g. Dong et al 1998; Herring et al 2016). Both NGL and JPL use

the GIPSY/GipsyX software exclusively; UNAVCO generates combined solu-

tions from GIPSY and GAMIT (Herring et al 2016). NGL-IGS14 and JPL-
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2018a use GipsyX and its IGS14 products, whereas NGL-IGS08 and JPL-

2011b use GIPSY v6 and its IGS08 products. UNAVCO uses GIPSY v6 with

JPL-generated orbit and clock products in the IGS08 frame combined with

GAMIT/GLOBK using IGS08 orbit products (clock products are not needed

for GAMIT/GLOBK). For the height time series, UNAVCO products are dom-

inated by the CWU GIPSY v6 contribution (Herring et al 2016).

One of the most challenging aspects of GPS data processing, which is

important to both approaches for antenna-position estimation, involves the

treatment of radio-signal propagation delays through the Earth’s troposphere.

Troposphere-delay models characterize the influence of atmospheric density

and water-vapor content on the transmission speed of GPS signals from satel-

lite to receiver relative to a vacuum. The greater the density and water-vapor

content of the air column through which a GPS signal propagates, the greater

the delay of the signal. Troposphere delays depend on the angle of transmis-

sion through the atmosphere: satellite signals traveling closer to the horizon

must propagate through a longer atmospheric air column, which increases the

delay. In GPS processing, estimates of hydrostatic and wet troposphere delays

are generally made for a vertical column of air directly above the station (at

zenith), and empirical functions are used to map the delays at zenith to lower

angles of atmospheric transmission.

The troposphere delays, when mismodeled, can translate directly into an

incorrect estimate of the satellite-to-antenna distance and affect GPS infer-

ences of ground displacements associated with atmospheric loading (e.g. Tre-

goning and Herring 2006; Kouba 2009; Steigenberger et al 2009). Different

methods and models exist to account for the troposphere delays. Commonly,

the zenith hydrostatic delays, and sometimes also the zenith wet delays, are

given by numerical weather models (e.g. Simmons et al 2007), and empiri-

cal functions are used to map the zenith delays to lower satellite elevations
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relative to the horizon (e.g. Boehm et al 2006a,b). Nominal values for the hy-

drostatic and wet components of the delay at zenith are about 2 m and 0.1-0.4

m, respectively (e.g. Niell 1996). Although the wet component of the delay

accounts for a smaller percentage of the total troposphere delay, the wet com-

ponent exhibits larger fluctuations with time (e.g. Bevis et al 1992; Tregoning

and Herring 2006; Jin et al 2014).

Of the data products considered here, three use numerical weather models

based on empirical data at high temporal resolution (i.e. daily or sub-daily)

to characterize the a priori zenith hydrostatic and wet delays and tropo-

spheric mapping functions: NGL-IGS14, UNAVCO, and JPL-2011b. In each

case, the models are derived from the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and the Vienna Mapping Functions (VMF1)

(Boehm et al 2006b; Simmons et al 2007). For JPL-2011b, the PPP solutions

used ECMWF/VMF1 products, but the GIPSY orbit and clock products at

the time used GPT2 products, which reflect annual and semi-annual fits to

monthly-mean ECMWF weather data over several years (Boehm et al 2007;

Lagler et al 2013). The NGL-IGS08 solutions assume static a priori zenith hy-

drostatic and wet delays and the Global Mapping Function (GMF), which ac-

counts for average annual variations in atmospheric conditions from ECMWF

(Boehm et al 2006a). The JPL-2018a solutions assume the GPT2w set of a

priori zenith hydrostatic and wet delays and mapping functions, which rep-

resent an update to the GPT2 model with improved estimates of zenith wet

delays (Lagler et al 2013; Boehm et al 2015). GPT2w and GMF are both con-

sidered blind models that can be used for low-latency applications (e.g. Boehm

et al 2015); however, blind models are not as effective at capturing the true

variations in the wet and dry troposphere as full-resolution numerical weather

models, such as ECMWF/VMF1.
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Tropospheric parameters are further refined stochastically for all data prod-

ucts at sub-daily resolution during GPS antenna-position estimation to com-

pensate for inaccuracies in numerical weather models. The wet component of

the delay is associated with water vapor in the atmosphere and has relatively

large fluctuations over time as well as large uncertainties (Bevis et al 1992; Jin

et al 2014). Systematic errors commonly result during the refinement of wet

delays when the a priori hydrostatic delays, which depend on surface pressure,

are inaccurate (Tregoning and Herring 2006).

Another important aspect of GPS processing involves the reference frame

used for coordinate estimation as well as for the satellite orbit and clock prod-

ucts. All of the products considered here use International GNSS Service (IGS)

realizations of the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). Three of

the products (NGL-IGS08, JPL-2011b, and UNAVCO) adopt the IGS08 refer-

ence frame, whereas the remaining two products (NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a)

adopt the updated IGS14 reference frame (Altamimi et al 2011). We note that,

since the time of our analysis, newer UNAVCO products are now available in

the NAM14 and IGS14 frames.

To transform GPS network positions into an IGS frame, JPL and NGL

apply scale factors to all GPS positions on each day. First, for each day, JPL

pre-computes orbits and clocks of 24-32 satellites as well as positions of about

80 reference GPS sites on Earth’s surface in a loosely constrained reference

frame. Next, JPL and NGL generate daily PPP solutions in a non-fiducial

(GIPSY v6) or no-net-rotation (GipsyX) frame, and then transform the PPP

solutions into an IGS frame by applying daily estimates of a rotation, trans-

lation, and scale factor (using JPL “x-files”). Applying the scale factor can

increase or decrease the vertical-position estimate on a day by as much as

6 mm. The series of scale values has a peak-to-peak seasonal oscillation at

Earth’s surface of 3 mm with a maximum in September. In this study, JPL
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and NGL take the vertical position of a GPS site to be the position estimate

with the scale factor applied. This represents the two institutions’ best esti-

mate of the true position of a GPS site following the IERS standards (Petit

and Luzum 2010).

In contrast, the CWU (GIPSY v6) contribution to the UNAVCO solutions

uses JPL non-fiducial orbit and clock products, applies a daily frame rotation

and translation based on a regional-scale network of reference receivers con-

centrated in North America, and does not apply a scale factor. The UNAVCO

solution is transformed into an IGS frame by minimizing differences at sites in

North America (including Greenland, Alaska, and central America); this site

distribution covers about 1/4 of Earth’s surface and represents a frame inter-

mediate between global and regional, resulting in moderate spatial filtering.

Herring et al (2016) postulate that the application of scale factors associated

with the regional North America-centric frame could worsen GPS estimates

of vertical position and absorb real geophysical signal of interest; thus, scale

factors are not applied.

Product discrepancies are largely driven by differences in the following

data-processing choices: (1) treatment of a priori zenith troposphere delay,

(2) troposphere mapping function, (3) software package, and (4) reference

frame. A summary of these key choices is provided in Table 1. We do not pro-

vide an exhaustive description or comparison of all data-processing choices due

to the sheer number and complexity of them. Preliminary studies of product

sensitivity conducted prior to reprocessing at NGL suggest that other choices

are of lesser importance. These include fine tuning of integer-phase ambiguity

resolution methods, pre-editing of the raw observations, post-editing of the

data residuals, higher-order ionospheric corrections, elevation cutoffs of sig-

nals close to the horizon, elevation-dependent weighting, treatment of body

tides and tidal ocean-loading, and process noise settings for time-dependent
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Table 1 A summary of key differences in GPS data-processing strategies between analysis
centers and data-product versions.

NGL NGL UNAVCO JPL JPL
IGS14 IGS08 early 2019 2018a 2011b

A Priori Zenith Delay ECMWF static ECMWF GPT2w ECMWF
Tropospheric Mapping Function VMF1 GMF VMF1 GPT2w VMF1
Software GipsyX GIPSY v6 GIPSYv6+GAMIT GipsyX GIPSY v6
Reference Frame IGS14 IGS08 IGS08 IGS14 IGS08 (pre-2018)

parameters. One possible exception might be process noise settings during

rare, extreme atmospheric conditions, which would go beyond the scope of

this study. Note that many processing choices are identical, given that data

processing centers tend to follow community-accepted practices, such as the

use of IGS antenna calibration files and IERS conventions.

2.2 Assessing Time-Series Scatter

We post-process each of the five data products using the same set of proce-

dures. We first identify and remove segments of data that are fewer than 60

days in length and separated from other data by at least 60 days, since isolated

data segments are sometimes associated with equipment malfunction. We then

remove offsets from the time series associated with known earthquakes and

equipment changes using a catalog of events and offset amplitudes provided

by the UNAVCO consortium (Herring et al 2016). All known offsets larger

than 8 mm and 4 mm in vertical and horizontal components, respectively, are

removed. For coseismic offsets that produced at least 40 mm of displacement,

we also fit and remove a postseismic-deformation signal using a logarithmic de-

cay model that characterizes afterslip (e.g. Kreemer et al 2006). We allow both

the relaxation time and decay amplitude to be determined directly from the

data via a least-squares inversion. Experimenting with an exponential-decay
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model, which may better characterize viscoelastic flow, yielded comparable

RMS error relative to the logarithmic-decay model.

We then identified and removed outliers from each time series using a run-

ning median absolute deviation filter with a median window of 30 days and

a median absolute deviation threshold of a factor of 10. The filter evaluates

the absolute deviations of GPS positions away from the running median, and

determines whether individual positions exceed the median value of all abso-

lute deviations multiplied by the threshold factor. Furthermore, we exclude

stations that recorded fewer than 730 days of data within the 3-year study

period (1 October 2012 through 1 October 2015).

We next fit and remove a mean position, velocity, and sinusoid with a

period of one year from the data; we make the fits separately for each spatial

component (east, north, up) at each station. Although atmospheric loading

exhibits some seasonal variation in the contiguous U.S. and Alaska (cf. Fig.

2), most of the seasonal signal is dominated by hydrologic loading; thus, we

include an annual sinusoid. We use linear (unweighted) least-squares regression

to find the best fit of the following model to each time series:

y(t) = a + b t + c cos(ωt) + s sin(ωt) (1)

where t is time in days and ω represents the angular frequency of a harmonic

signal with a period of one year (ω = 2π/365 days). The unknown coefficients a

and b define the constant and linear-trend terms, and the unknown coefficients

c and s together characterize the amplitude and phase of seasonal deformation.

An annual sinusoid is fit and removed from the data unless otherwise specified

(e.g. for exploration of seasonal oscillations; discussed later).

Total root-mean-square (RMS) scatter provides a means to assess the over-

all quality of the five solutions. We define RMS scatter as the RMS error
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relative to a long-term mean displacement of zero, because all of the post-

processing corrections defined above (including the model described in Eq. 1)

have already been applied. Figure 1 shows empirical cumulative distribution

functions (ECDFs) of RMS scatter for the east-, north-, and up-component

time series at 1185 GPS stations common to all data products; an ECDF value

of 0.5 represents the median RMS scatter. Results are shown separately for

stations located north of 50◦ latitude (mostly in Alaska) and stations located

south of 50◦ latitude (mostly in the contiguous U.S.). RMS scatter is larger

overall for the stations at higher latitude, and approximately three times larger

in the up component than in the horizontal components.

The newer data products, NGL-IGS14, JPL-2018a, and UNAVCO, exhibit

the lowest RMS scatter in all three displacement components, suggesting im-

proved quality. The older NGL-IGS08 and JPL-2011b solutions consistently

exhibit relatively high RMS scatter in all components and both geographic

regions, suggesting poorer overall quality. The UNAVCO series exhibit the

lowest RMS scatter in the horizontal components; however, this may be due

to UNAVCO’s use of a regional reference-frame transformation. To define the

transformation, UNAVCO uses approximately 500 stations centered on North

America (with coverage of about 25% of the globe), whereas both JPL and

NGL use a global network of about 80 stations. Application of a non-global

reference-frame transformation is by definition a “common-mode filter,” which

tends to reduce RMS scatter of GPS time series, but does not necessarily im-

prove the product. For example, removing a common-mode signal can reduce

systematic errors (e.g. orbit errors), but can also absorb real geophysical sig-

nal (e.g. loading), with a net average displacement and tilt on the continental

scale.
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Fig. 1 Empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) of time-series scatter prior to
the application of atmospheric-loading corrections. The RMS scatter is computed relative to
a mean position (averaged over three years), a velocity, and an annual sinusoid, estimated
individually for each component of each station. Offsets and outliers have also been removed.
The top panels correspond to GPS data collected in the contiguous U.S. (south of 50◦

latitude); the bottom panels correspond to GPS stations in Alaska. The left, center, and
right panels show scatter in the east, north, and up components, respectively. We compare
the scatter for five GPS datasets (see legend at top): NGL-IGS14, NGL-IGS08, UNAVCO,
JPL-2018a, and JPL-2011b. A total of 1185 stations common to all datasets are considered.

2.3 Predicting Atmospheric Pressure Loading

The solid Earth deforms under the weight of surface mass loads in a manner

governed by the material properties of Earth’s interior (e.g. Longman 1962,

1963; Farrell 1972; Martens et al 2016a). To forward-model the deformation

caused by a particular load, both a model for the interior structure of the
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Earth as well as a model for the surface-load distribution must be given (e.g.

Farrell 1973; Guo et al 2004; Martens et al 2019).

Determining the spatial distributions of fluid-mass transfer through time

requires ongoing measurements of the Earth system at the global scale. Remote-

sensing data (e.g. gravity, surface deformation, radar, altimetry) collected by

space-based platforms supplement ground-based measurements to provide con-

tinual and large-scale constraints on the time-evolving state of Earth’s fluid en-

velopes, which inform models of changes in atmosphere mass, non-tidal ocean

mass, and hydrology (e.g. Fu et al 1994; Nerem et al 2010; Tapley et al 2004;

Stephens et al 2008; Dee et al 2011).

Global maps of atmospheric surface-pressure anomalies during the three-

year study period are shown in Figure 2. The largest variations in atmospheric

pressure are at high latitudes, with a predominantly long-wavelength spatial

distribution (e.g. van Dam et al 1994; Herring et al 2016). Annual variations

in atmospheric pressure are relatively large in Greenland (cf. Liu et al 2017),

northern India, east Asia, and Australia, and relatively small in North and

South America, western Europe, and Africa.

Solid Earth’s elastic-deformation response to variations in atmospheric sur-

face pressure varies in similar geographic fashion, but additionally depends on

the proximity of the observation location to the ocean due to the “inverted-

barometer” effect (e.g. van Dam et al 1994, 1997; Wunsch and Stammer 1997;

Herring et al 2016). The inverted-barometer (IB) effect explains how ocean

height changes in response to atmospheric pressure change. An increase (or

decrease) in atmospheric pressure results in a drop (or rise) in sea level, such

that the total pressure at the ocean bottom remains constant (Wunsch and

Stammer 1997). Since the IB effect neutralizes Earth’s deformation response

to atmospheric pressure loading over the ocean regions, the impact of the

effect diminishes in magnitude with distance inland from the coast. In the
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Fig. 2 Global maps of atmospheric surface-pressure anomalies for the period of 2012–2015
from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; ERA-Interim).
The anomalies are computed relative to a three-year average (2012–2015), with both spatial
and temporal averages removed. Plotted are: (a) maximum deviations from the mean in
atmospheric surface pressure; (b) standard deviation from the mean in atmospheric surface
pressure; and (c) the amplitude of seasonal oscillations (i.e. a sinusoid with a period of one
year) in atmospheric surface pressure. For large pressure systems, the vertical response of
the Earth to atmospheric pressure loading is roughly 0.5 mm/mbar (5 mm/kPa). Although
not explored in detail here, a similar figure depicting variations in non-tidal oceanic pressure
is provided in the supporting information.

contiguous U.S., the IB effect compensates for about 2 mm of vertical crustal

displacement, on average, along the coasts and the magnitude of compensa-

tion diminishes to about 0.6 mm in the center of the continent (see supporting

information). At approximately 400-500 km inland from either coast, the IB

effect has decayed to about half its maximum value.

Here, we make use of non-tidal atmospheric loading (NTAL) models pro-

vided by the Earth System Modelling Group of GeoForschungsZentrum Pots-

dam (ESMGFZ) (Dill and Dobslaw 2013). The atmospheric-loading models
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are calculated using surface-pressure data from ECMWF, incorporating both

re-analysis and operational datasets (e.g. Dee et al 2011). Atmospheric tides

are removed for 12 dominant harmonics. The surface-pressure fields are con-

volved with displacement load Green’s functions in the center-of-figure (CF)

reference frame (Blewitt 2003) derived from the ak135f Earth model (Kennett

et al 1995). Loading values are provided on a 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ regular global grid

with a time resolution of 3 hours, which we interpolate to each GPS receiver

location. For comparison with daily GPS solutions, we average the modeled

displacement values over the course of each day.

For verification, we cross-check the ESMGFZ models against models of

atmospheric loading computed by an independent load-deformation modeling

software, LoadDef (Martens et al 2019). Over the three-year study period, dif-

ferences between the models are predominantly less than 0.3 mm in the vertical

component and less than 0.1 mm in the horizontal components (see support-

ing information). Small differences are expected for a few reasons: ESMGFZ

removes atmospheric tidal constituents, but LoadDef does not; LoadDef com-

putes load-induced displacements at the location of each receiver directly,

whereas ESMGFZ provides global grids of displacement that require inter-

polation to each station location; and ESMGFZ models are computed from

several ECMWF products (ERA-40, ERA-Interim, and operational ECMWF),

whereas the LoadDef models are computed from ECMWF ERA-Interim prod-

ucts. Furthermore, slight differences in model baseline can arise due to discrep-

ancies in the time-averaged atmospheric-pressure response removed from each

model.
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3 Atmospheric Loading Corrections

3.1 Reduction in scatter of GPS vertical positions when atmospheric pressure

loading is removed

We next explore the extent to which atmospheric pressure loading can explain

scatter in residual GPS time series, which may otherwise be interpreted as

“noise.” We compute changes in RMS scatter when correcting residual time

series for atmospheric loading. Assessments of changes in RMS scatter are

made with respect to residual time series generated using the data-reduction

methods described in Sec. 2.2.

As an example, Figure 3 shows up-component time series from PBO sta-

tion AB15 in Alaska for each of the five data products over a one-year period

from 1 Oct 2013 through 1 Oct 2014. The atmospheric-loading model, in-

terpolated to the geographic location of AB15 from the ESMGFZ grids, is

overlaid in red (and identical in each panel). RMS scatter is reduced for only

three of the five data products after applying atmospheric-loading corrections:

NGL-IGS14, UNAVCO, and JPL-2011b. All three products use high-resolution

troposphere delays based on numerical weather models (i.e. ECMWF zenith

delays and VMF1 mapping functions) during processing. For NGL-IGS14,

35% of the scatter in the residual time series can be explained by NTAL. For

JPL-2011b and UNAVCO, 25% and 23% of the scatter in the residual time

series, respectively, can be explained by NTAL. In contrast, the JPL-2018a

and NGL-IGS08 solutions, which both use approximate and slowly-varying

troposphere-delay models, exhibit increases in time-series scatter (by +3% for

JPL-2018a and +22% for NGL-IGS08). Although the older JPL-2011b series

use high-resolution VMF1 products, the newer JPL-2018a series use the lower-
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Fig. 3 Up-component GPS-inferred displacement time series (black lines) for station AB15
in Alaska and the period from 1 October 2013 to 1 October 2014. The time series are based
on five different data products, from top to bottom (in order of poorest to best reduction in
scatter): NGL-IGS08, JPL-2018a, UNAVCO, JPL-2011b, and NGL-IGS14. Daily estimates
of non-tidal atmospheric pressure loading are overlaid as red lines. The atmospheric loading
model is the same in each panel. The change in root-mean-square scatter is quoted at the top
of each panel as a percentage; a negative value indicates a reduction in time-series scatter
after the application of NTAL corrections.

resolution GPT2w troposphere models in order to guarantee the availability

of troposphere models at low latency.

Figure 4 depicts changes in RMS scatter for the up components of GPS se-

ries across the contiguous U.S.; results for Alaska are shown in Figure 5. Here,

we consider the full three-year study period: 1 Oct 2012 through 1 Oct 2015.

The figures show all available stations for each data product, which vary by

product; statistics are based on a subset of 1185 stations common to all prod-
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ucts. The reductions in RMS scatter are most pronounced for the NGL-IGS14

(-6.2% median reduction in the contiguous U.S. and -15.2% in Alaska) and

UNAVCO (-9.1% in contiguous U.S. and -15.1% in Alaska) solutions. Maxi-

mum reductions in RMS scatter exceed -40% at some stations when consider-

ing NGL-IGS14 and UNAVCO solutions, indicating that up to 40% or more

of residual time-series scatter can be explained by NTAL in certain regions

(mostly at higher latitudes and in the central U.S.). The JPL-2011b solutions

also yield significant reductions in RMS scatter (-5.2% median reduction in

the contiguous U.S. and -10.9% in Alaska).

The NGL-IGS08 and JPL-2018a solutions, on the other hand, yield system-

atic increases in RMS scatter, particularly within several hundreds of kilome-

ters of the Pacific coast (Fig. 4). For each of the five data products, reductions

in up-component RMS scatter improve toward the center of the continent,

which is due in part to the inverted-barometer effect of the oceans. Spatial

variations in RMS-scatter reduction also reflect spatial variations in regional

weather patterns and associated atmospheric-pressure fluctuations. Central

and eastern parts of the U.S. exhibit larger fluctuations in atmospheric sur-

face pressure over time relative to the western U.S. (Fig. 2). Another potential

contribution to improved scatter reductions in the central U.S. may be spatial

variations in the background noise levels of the GPS time series; reductions in

RMS scatter depend not only on the size of the signal being removed, but also

on the background noise. Noise levels may be higher in the western U.S. due

to tectonic activity and strong variations in topography that cannot be fully

captured by the spatial resolution of the NTAL models.

Figure 6 summarizes the changes in RMS scatter, after applying corrections

for NTAL, as empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs). Changes

in RMS scatter tend to be larger at high latitudes, where fluctuations in at-

mospheric surface pressure are also large (Fig. 2). GPS solutions derived using
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simplified troposphere-delay models (NGL-IGS08 and JPL-2018a) consistently

yield either poor reductions in up-component RMS scatter or increases in RMS

scatter after NTAL corrections are applied. Since mismodeled troposphere de-

lays have been shown to absorb part of the atmospheric-loading signal from

GPS time series (e.g. Steigenberger et al 2009), the sub-optimal changes in

RMS scatter exhibited by NGL-IGS08 and JPL-2018a indicate that the re-

moval of NTAL at the post-processing stage (e.g. using the ESMGFZ suite

of NTAL models) can overcorrect for the effects of atmospheric loading and

degrade the accuracy of the time series.

The apparent relationship between the accuracy of troposphere-delay mod-

els and the reduction in RMS scatter after applying NTAL corrections suggests

that the high-resolution ECMWF/VMF1 models produce the most precise

GPS site positions, relative to the blind and approximate GPT2w, GMF, and

static-delay models. Our results are consistent with prior studies that found

that high-resolution troposphere delays based on empirical data yield smaller

GPS height errors and produce time series that better retain the atmospheric-

loading signal (e.g. Tregoning and Herring 2006; Boehm et al 2006a; Steigen-

berger et al 2009; Munekane and Boehm 2010).

We verify the results at additional stations (over 3500) and with longer

data records (over a decade) for the NGL-IGS08 and NGL-IGS14 time se-

ries. Reductions in up-component scatter after applying NTAL corrections are

shown in Figure 7. Correcting for NTAL substantially reduces scatter for the

NGL-IGS14 products (median reductions of -7% in the western U.S. and -14%

in the eastern U.S.), but not for the NGL-IGS08 products (no reduction in

scatter across most of the contiguous U.S.).

Although our present analysis focuses primarily on the effects of NTAL

corrections, ESMGFZ also provide models for non-tidal oceanic loading based

on the MPIOM ocean general circulation model (Dill and Dobslaw 2013). Re-
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Fig. 4 Percent changes in root-mean-square scatter in the up component of GPS series
when NTAL corrections are applied for the time period from 1 October 2012 to 1 Oc-
tober 2015. The change in scatter is small and mostly positive for GPS solutions that
use static/GMF and GPT2w troposphere-delay models (left-hand column). JPL-2018a and
NGL-IGS08 yield median increases in RMS scatter of +1.9% [-1.0%, +4.0%] and +3.3%
[+0.9%, +5.2%], respectively. The values in brackets reflect the 25% and 75% quartiles
of the scatter changes. The reduction in scatter is relatively large for GPS solutions that
use high-resolution ECMWF/VMF1 troposphere-delay models (right-hand column): median
RMS decrease of -5.2% [-9.4%, -2.9%] for JPL-2011b, -6.2% [-11.8%, -3.1%] for NGL-IGS14,
and -9.1% [-15.7%, -5.6%] for UNAVCO. For the computations of median RMS, we limit
the computation to a total of 1054 stations in the contiguous U.S. that are common to all
data products. Individual panels show all available stations for each data product.
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Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 4, but for stations in Alaska. Median changes in RMS scatter are +7.6%
[+3.6%, +12.1%], +0.9% [-2.8%, +5.7%], -10.9% [-20.3%, -5.7%], -15.2% [-26.8%, -8.4%],
and -15.1% [-25.7%, -7.7%] for the NGL-IGS08, JPL-2018a, JPL-2011b, NGL-IGS14, and
UNAVCO series, respectively. The values in brackets reflect the 25% and 75% quartiles of
the scatter changes. For the computations of median RMS, we limit the computation to a
total of 131 stations in Alaska that are common to all data products. Individual panels show
all available stations for each data product.
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ductions in up-component scatter after removing both non-tidal atmospheric

and oceanic loading across the contiguous U.S. are shown in the supporting in-

formation. Based on comparison with Fig. 7, changes in time-series scatter are

dominated by the effects of NTAL; non-tidal oceanic loading has a relatively

minor effect (mostly <1%) and is not investigated further here. ESMGFZ also

supply models of hydrologic mass loading, which is known to dominate the

seasonal displacement signal in North America (e.g. Argus et al 2014; Fu et al

2015; Argus et al 2017). Here, we emphasize the effects of NTAL on daily

GPS positions, but explore the impacts of GPS data processing and NTAL

corrections on estimates of seasonal deformation in Sec. 5.

We acknowledge that reductions in RMS scatter do not necessarily ac-

curately characterize the extent to which GPS “noise” can be explained by

atmospheric loading. For two signals in a time series that destructively inter-

fere, correcting for one of the signals increases the RMS scatter, even when

the unwanted signal has been perfectly removed (e.g. Tregoning and Watson

2009, Sec. 3). However, most geophysical signals that contribute significantly to

geodetic time series (e.g. semi-diurnal and diurnal ocean tides, seasonal hydro-

logic deformation, long-term plate motions and glacial isostatic adjustment)

do not vary consistently at the same rate as atmospheric surface pressure,

which fluctuates predominantly on daily to weekly time scales. The magni-

tude of atmospheric loading generally exceeds other signals relevant to daily

position estimates that might vary over similar periods (e.g. non-tidal oceanic

loading). Furthermore, we compute scatter reductions over long time intervals

(a minimum of 3 years) so as to limit the likelihood of systematic destruc-

tive interference between atmospheric loading and other unmodeled signals in

the time series. Systematic errors associated with estimates of surface pres-

sure may still persist (e.g. errors may differ systematically between high- and
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Fig. 6 Empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) of percent changes in RMS
scatter in the east (left), north (center), and up (right) components of GPS series when
NTAL (ESMGFZ models; CF frame) is removed over the time period from 1 October 2012
to 1 October 2015. The top panels represent the changes in RMS scatter for PBO stations
south of 50◦ latitude (primarily within the contiguous U.S.), and the bottom panels represent
the changes in RMS scatter for PBO stations north of 50◦ latitude (primarily in Alaska).
We compare changes in RMS scatter after removing the same NTAL model from five GPS
datasets: NGL-IGS14, NGL-IGS08, UNAVCO, JPL-2018a, and JPL-2011b. We consider a
total of 1185 stations common among all datasets.

low-pressure weather systems, which have different capacities for moisture and

precipitation).

3.2 Reduction in scatter of GPS horizontal positions when atmospheric

pressure loading is removed

We also consider the effects of GPS processing and NTAL corrections on the

horizontal-displacement time series. Figure 8 depicts the changes in RMS scat-
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Fig. 7 Percent changes in RMS scatter in the up component of 3500 GPS series in the
U.S. when NTAL is removed from GPS positions starting around 2006 and ending in 2019.
The change in scatter is nearly zero for NGL-IGS08 (top diagram), which uses the GMF
troposphere model (median RMS scatter decrease of 1%). The reduction in scatter is signifi-
cant for NGL-IGS14 (bottom diagram), which corrects for the ECMWF/VMF1 troposphere
model (median RMS scatter decrease of 12%). The median reduction in RMS scatter for the
NGL-ISG14 series is slightly larger here than in Fig. 4 (12% versus 6%) due to the inclusion
of more stations in the central U.S., where Earth deformation caused by NTAL is greater.
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ter for north-component time series in the contiguous U.S.; east-component

changes and results for Alaska are shown in the supporting information. Changes

in RMS scatter are significantly smaller in the horizontal components than in

the up component. Furthermore, changes in RMS scatter for the horizontal

components show different spatial patterns and different relationships with

data products than for the up component. The NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a

solutions yield modest, albeit systematic and relatively large, reductions in

north-component RMS scatter (-2.0% median reduction in both the contigu-

ous U.S. and Alaska). In contrast, the UNAVCO solutions exhibit systematic

and relatively large increases in RMS scatter after applying NTAL corrections

to the horizontal components (+4.7% median increase for the north component

in the contiguous U.S.), which likely relates to the use of a regional reference

frame. We postulate that a portion of the NTAL may have been absorbed

into the regional transformation parameters; thus, the application of NTAL

corrections increases RMS scatter. Notwithstanding, the UNAVCO horizontal

series exhibit the lowest RMS scatter to begin with (Sec. 2.2), which is also

due in part to spatial filtering associated with the regional reference frame.

Even with the small increase in scatter after applying NTAL corrections, the

UNAVCO horizontal series have lower total RMS scatter than the other data

products (cf. Fig. 1).

Changes in RMS scatter for the horizontal components are small in com-

parison with the vertical components, but appear to be spatially coherent

(Fig. 8), which suggests that the RMS changes are not random. The small-

magnitude changes in RMS scatter for the horizontal components (Fig. 6),

relative to the up component, are consistent with prior studies that found

simplified troposphere delays to have relatively little effect on the horizontal

coordinate positions (e.g. Tregoning and Herring 2006; Kouba 2009).
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We postulate that the horizontal components may be particularly sensitive

to the choice and consistency of reference frame between the forward models

and observations, which might contribute to the relatively large increases in

RMS scatter for the UNAVCO horizontal series. The UNAVCO solutions are

unique among the five data products in not adopting the JPL x-file trans-

formations. Sensitivities of horizontal displacements to inconsistent reference

frames between forward models and observations have also been seen in anal-

yses of Earth’s response to ocean tidal loading (e.g. Fu et al 2012; Martens

et al 2016b).
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Fig. 8 Percent changes in RMS scatter in the north component of GPS series when NTAL
corrections are applied for the time period from 1 October 2012 to 1 October 2015. Changes
in RMS scatter for the east component, as well as for both horizontal components in Alaska,
are shown in the supporting information. To facilitate direct comparison with Fig. 4, we have
kept the order of datasets the same; however, in the horizontal components, UNAVCO yields
the largest increases in RMS scatter after applying NTAL corrections. The individual panels
show all available stations for each data product.
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3.3 Relationships Between Troposphere Delays and Atmospheric Loading

From comparisons of five GPS data products (Fig. 6), we find that height

time series derived using the ECMWF/VMF1 troposphere-delay models con-

sistently yield the largest reductions in RMS scatter after applying NTAL

corrections, relative to time series derived using simplified troposphere-delay

models (e.g. GPT2w, GMF, static delay). Our results provide empirical ev-

idence, based on a large and spatially dense network of GPS stations, that

high-resolution troposphere-delay models (e.g. ECMWF/VMF1) yield more

precise GPS position estimates that best retain the NTAL signal. Time series

derived from accurate, high-resolution troposphere-delay models are therefore

well suited for the application of high-resolution NTAL corrections during

post-processing (e.g. ESMGFZ). Time series derived from approximate, low-

resolution troposphere-delay models run the risk of being degraded by NTAL

corrections applied during post-processing.

Our results are consistent with prior studies that have demonstrated how

mismodeled (low accuracy and/or low temporal resolution) troposphere de-

lays absorb part of the atmospheric-loading signal (e.g. Tregoning and Her-

ring 2006; Kouba 2009; Steigenberger et al 2009). The partial compensation

relates to the negative correlation between zenith hydrostatic delays and at-

mospheric loading: a higher atmospheric pressure corresponds to an increased

zenith hydrostatic delay (in units of distance) and a greater downward dis-

placement of the GPS station due to atmospheric loading (Steigenberger et al

2009). If the fluctuations in the zenith hydrostatic delays are systematically

underestimated relative to the true fluctuations, which is common when delays

are approximated by spatial and temporal smoothing of high-resolution nu-

merical weather models (e.g. GPT2w models are derived from monthly mean

ECMWF data), then fluctuations in GPS heights can also be underestimated
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relative to the true heights (Steigenberger et al 2009). Although uncommon

(because mismodeled delays generally occur due to deliberate spatial and tem-

poral smoothing), it is theoretically possible for fluctuations in the zenith hy-

drostatic delays to be overestimated relative to the true fluctuations; in this

case, the atmospheric loading signal could be artificially amplified rather than

damped.

The use of incorrect zenith hydrostatic and wet delays inhibits the ability

of the mapping functions to accurately characterize the delays for satellite

elevation angles close to the horizon as well as to estimate corrections to the

a priori delays over time (Tregoning and Herring 2006). Errors in the zenith

hydrostatic delays can be particularly problematic when only wet mapping

functions are used to compute time-varying correction factors for both the

zenith hydrostatic and wet delays (Tregoning and Herring 2006), which is

common practice because the wet delays usually vary much more than the

hydrostatic delays. Discrepancies between the modeling of wet and hydrostatic

delays produce errors in the GPS position estimates that result in the partial

removal of Earth movement caused by atmospheric loading.

Tregoning and Herring (2006) and Kouba (2009) show that the degree

of compensation depends upon the magnitude of the error in the a priori

zenith hydrostatic delay, the weighting of satellite signals by elevation, and

the elevation-angle cutoff for signals near the horizon, with lower elevation-

angle cutoffs resulting in a larger absorption of atmospheric loading. Errors

introduced by mismodeled troposphere delays can be particularly pronounced

at high latitudes, where most of the incoming satellite signals arrive lower to

the horizon (Tregoning and Herring 2006). Similar effects on ocean tidal load-

ing have also been reported: approximate, low-resolution troposphere delays

and improperly tuned process-noise settings to model stochastic troposphere
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fluctuations can lead to the absorption of high-frequency tidal signals (e.g.

Khan and Scherneck 2003; Penna et al 2015; Martens et al 2016b).
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4 Correlations Between Common GPS Data Products

Figure 9 shows ECDFs of Pearson correlation coefficients between several pairs

of GPS time series from the three processing centers considered in our analy-

sis (NGL, JPL, and UNAVCO). We remove a mean position, velocity, and a

sinusoid with a period of one year from each time series prior to computing

the correlations, but do not apply atmospheric-loading corrections. Correla-

tions between time series with NTAL corrections applied, which exhibit similar

trends, are shown in the supporting information. The Pearson correlation co-

efficient (PCC) provides a measure of the linear relationship between two time

series: a coefficient of 1 indicates a perfect positive linear relationship; a coef-

ficient of -1 indicates a perfect negative linear relationship; and a coefficient

of 0 indicates a perfect absence of a linear relationship. Ideally, all of the data

products would correlate perfectly with each other (and be independently ac-

curate) after initial position estimation and the application of corrections for

known signals; in practice, the data products exhibit notable differences.

We find that the NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a solutions (both without and

with NTAL removed) yield the highest correlations among all product pairs,

indicating a strong positive linear relationship between the two time series,

despite the different treatment of troposphere delays during processing. The

NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a solutions represent relatively recent analyses gen-

erated using an updated realization of a global reference frame (IGS14) with

identical implementation (i.e. JPL non-fiducial orbit and clock products and

the same transformation parameters). Furthermore, NGL-IGS14 and JPL-

2018a both use the GipsyX software, which limits differences in processing.

NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a also have among the lowest total RMS scatter

in the vertical-component time series (Fig. 1), indicating enhanced precision

relative to older products. NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a products are thus sim-
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Fig. 9 Empirical cumulative distribution functions showing Pearson correlation coefficients
between selected pairs of GPS data products. A mean position, velocity, and annual sinusoid
have been removed from each time series prior to computing the correlations; atmospheric-
loading corrections have not been applied. PCCs for pairs of time series with atmospheric-
loading corrections applied yield similar patterns and are shown in the supporting informa-
tion.

ilar in most regards, with the exception of the treatment of troposphere delay

(Table 1). Since troposphere delay and atmospheric loading are directly corre-

lated, differences between the time series are more pronounced in comparisons

of time-series scatter reductions after applying NTAL corrections (e.g. Fig. 4).

Spatial relationships among correlation coefficients are shown in the support-

ing information.
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5 Effects of GPS Processing on Estimates of Seasonal Deformation

To evaluate the effects of GPS processing and NTAL corrections on estimates

of seasonal deformation (often attributed to annual fluctuations in continental

water storage), we compare three-component annual deformation estimated

from the five data products across the contiguous U.S. and Alaska. We first

apply standard corrections to each time series based on the methods described

in Sec. 2.2, albeit without fitting and removing an annual harmonic a priori.

We next apply NTAL corrections using the ESMGFZ models averaged over

each day, which are based on surface-pressure fields from ECMWF (Sec. 2.3).

Amplitudes and phases of annual deformation are then estimated empirically

using Eq. 1 for each spatial component at each station.

Figure 10 shows seasonal deformation in the western U.S. estimated from

the NGL-IGS14 and UNAVCO GPS solutions. We depict the seasonal motion

at each station by a particle motion ellipse (PME) (cf. Martens et al 2016b).

The size, shape, and orientation of each PME depict horizontal seasonal mo-

tion. When deformation is caused by mass loading, the semi-major axes of

the PMEs align in the direction of maximum seasonal loading and unloading.

The color of each PME depicts vertical seasonal amplitude (i.e. half the total

peak-to-peak range of the oscillation). Fig. 10c shows the vector differences be-

tween seasonal displacements estimated from the NGL-IGS14 and UNAVCO

solutions, which we refer to as “residual PMEs”; median differences exceed 1

mm amplitude in the vertical component. The seasonal and residual PMEs

vary at the same period (annual) in all three spatial components; thus, the

PMEs are closed in three-dimensional space.

Nearly all of the residual PMEs across the western U.S. exhibit a sys-

tematic northeast-southwest alignment (i.e. NE-SW orientation of PME semi-

major axes at most stations), which cannot be related to local site effects.
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Removing a network-averaged seasonal amplitude and phase from each spa-

tial component at each station, which we call the “seasonal common mode,”

reduces the seasonal-deformation residuals between the two data products by

30-80% (median reductions) in all three spatial components (Fig. 10d; see also

Fig. 12). We suggest that the discrepancies stem in large part from different

reference-frame realizations (i.e. global IGS14 for NGL-IGS14 and regional

IGS08 for UNAVCO). The seasonal common mode, which exhibits harmonic

motion with a period of one year in all three spatial components, may also

be represented by a PME (shown in the lower-left corner of Fig. 10d). We

emphasize that the seasonal common mode described here, which character-

izes a constant seasonal amplitude and a constant seasonal phase common to

all stations (computed separately for each spatial component), should not be

confused with a network-averaged displacement at each time epoch removed

from a geodetic time series.

Figure 11 is identical to Fig. 10, but compares seasonal deformation esti-

mated from the NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a solutions. The residual PMEs

in this comparison also exhibit a network-coherent pattern, albeit far less

pronounced than for the comparison between NGL-IGS14 and UNAVCO. In

contrast with Fig. 10, both NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a use the same param-

eters (translation, rotation, and scale) to transform the position series into

the IGS14 reference frame and both use the GipsyX software. The vector

differences in seasonal deformation between NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a are

predominantly less than 1 mm amplitude in the up component (Fig. 11c), and

reduced further to differences of about 0.5 mm amplitude after removing the

seasonal common mode (Fig. 11d). Comparisons of seasonal PMEs for addi-

tional data products and for stations in Alaska are shown in the supporting

information.
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A summary of vector differences in seasonal deformation for pairs of data

products is shown in Figure 12. Most seasonal residuals, after removing the

seasonal common mode, fall within the range of 0.1-0.3 mm amplitude in the

horizontal components and 0.4-1.0 mm amplitude in the up component (Fig.

12). The discrepancies in estimated seasonal deformation are broadly consis-

tent with previous investigations into the effects of GPS processing methods on

estimates of seasonal deformation: Tregoning and Herring (2006) found that

GPS height errors associated with inaccurate troposphere delays could gener-

ate discrepancies in seasonal amplitude of up to about 2 mm, particularly in

high-latitude regions.

We find that seasonal deformation derived from UNAVCO solutions ex-

hibits relatively large differences in the contiguous U.S. with respect to the

other data products, but that the large differences display network coherency

and can be substantially reduced (by two- or three-fold) by removing a seasonal

common mode. We suggest that the large differences in estimates of seasonal

deformation between UNAVCO and other products stem largely from incon-

sistencies in reference-frame realization (e.g. optional use of scale factors and

the spatial extent of reference networks). Furthermore, UNAVCO combines

antenna-position estimates from two processing centers that use different orbit

and clock products (JPL versus IGS) and different software packages (GIPSY

v6 and GAMIT) (Herring et al 2016); for the horizontal series, the NMT and

CWU contributions are about equal in the combination.

To assess the discrepancies between data products as a percentage of the

magnitude of seasonal deformation, we compute the percent difference be-

tween seasonal signals estimated from pairs of data products, separately for

each station and spatial component (see supporting information). The per-

cent difference quantifies the magnitude of the vector difference between two

seasonal signals relative to the average magnitude of the two signals. Median
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percent differences generally fall within the range of about 10-40% (after re-

moval of the seasonal common mode) for all three spatial components. Prior to

removing the seasonal common mode, some discrepancies between estimated

seasonal amplitudes can exceed the average amplitude of the seasonal signal

(percent differences >100%). Much of the discrepancy prior to removing the

seasonal common mode can be attributed to network-coherent signal, which

likely consists of long-wavelength reference-frame errors rather than true geo-

physical deformation.

Median percent differences of up to about 40% suggest that GPS-inferred

estimates of seasonal water-storage variations could be discrepant by a factor

of 1.5 or more depending on the GPS data product used to constrain the inver-

sion. Wrongly characterizing changes in water volume could have serious im-

plications for water-resource management as geodesy becomes an increasingly

utilized tool for monitoring hydrologic processes. Nevertheless, correlations

between time series and estimates of total RMS scatter suggest that newer

time series (e.g. NGL-IGS14, JPL-2018a) have improved in precision relative

to older time series (e.g. NGL-IGS08, JPL-2011b). Thus, the newer data prod-

ucts are likely to better reflect the true seasonal oscillations, implying median

relative errors of less than about 30-40%.

Since atmospheric surface pressure and loading fluctuate primarily on hourly

to weekly time scales, estimates of seasonal deformation from GPS time series

remain largely unaffected by mismodeled day-to-day fluctuations in tropo-

sphere and NTAL due to the separation in frequency space. The inaccurate

modeling of troposphere delays and the improper application of NTAL correc-

tions likely have larger impacts on estimates of water-mass loading at shorter

periods, such as from atmospheric rivers and hurricanes. Furthermore, annual

variations in atmospheric surface pressure are relatively small in the contigu-
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ous U.S. and Alaska (Fig. 2), and therefore have less effect on estimates of

seasonal ground displacements than in other regions of the world.

We note that deformation of the Earth generated by atmospheric loading

generally varies smoothly across regional GPS networks. Spatiotemporal filter-

ing techniques applied to GPS data can therefore also be effective at removing

NTAL signals and network-coherent errors (e.g. Wdowinski et al 1997; Dong

et al 2006; Tian and Shen 2016). Spatiotemporal filtering methods, however,

have difficulty discriminating among the different nature of signals in a time

series that exhibit network coherency; network-coherent changes in water mass

(for example) might be unintentionally removed by spatiotemporal filters. In

contrast, estimating and removing known, albeit unwanted, signals explicitly

from a GPS time series can mitigate the risk for inadvertently absorbing a

desired signal (e.g. deformation caused by fluctuations in water storage). Nev-

ertheless, spatiotemporal filtering techniques may be a preferred alternative

method for correcting time series produced using simplified troposphere delays

(e.g. GMF, GPT2w) for the effects of NTAL because removing explicit daily

NTAL predictions could overcorrect for NTAL and degrade the time series (see

supporting information). With time, implementation of high-resolution tropo-

sphere delays in GPS processing is expected to become more commonplace,

which would obviate the need for special treatment of NTAL corrections.

6 Summary and Conclusions

We compare five GPS data products produced by three processing centers:

the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and the UN-

AVCO Consortium. Each of the products was derived using different process-

ing strategies and parameter assumptions. Although we do not attempt to

isolate all of the differences in processing, we highlight some of the main dif-
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Fig. 10 Seasonal oscillations in (a) NGL-IGS14, (b) UNAVCO, and (c) their vector dif-
ferences for the time period from 1 October 2012 to 1 October 2015. Panel (d) shows the
vector differences in estimated seasonal deformation after a seasonal common mode has been
removed. The seasonal oscillations are depicted by particle motion ellipses (PMEs), which
illustrate the seasonal horizontal motion of each GPS site (reference ellipse at bottom left
shows size; numeric values quote amplitude, which is half the total peak-to-peak oscilla-
tion); the vertical amplitude of the seasonal oscillation is given by the color of the ellipse
(see colorbars). Each PME is centered on the location of a GPS site. Note that vertical- and
horizontal-amplitude scales (colorbars and reference PMEs, respectively) for panels (a) and
(b) differ from those in panels (c) and (d). The seasonal common mode, removed from each
station in panel (c) to obtain the results in panel (d), is shown as the boxed PME in panel
(d). In each panel, we only depict stations that are common to both data products.
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Fig. 11 Same as Fig. 10, but for the seasonal oscillations of (a) NGL-IGS14 and (b) JPL-
2018a. Estimates of seasonal deformation and the differences between additional data prod-
ucts, including for the Alaska region, are shown in the supporting information.
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Fig. 12 Median vector differences in seasonal oscillation estimated from pairs of five GPS
data products (see legend): NGL-IGS14, NGL-IGS08, UNAVCO, JPL-2018a, and JPL-
2011b. The hashing on the bars indicates the median vector differences after the seasonal
common mode (network-averaged seasonal amplitude and phase) has been removed from
each station. Each spatial component is treated separately in the common-mode computa-
tion.

ferences, including the treatment of radio-signal propagation delays through

the troposphere and realization of reference frame. We find that newer data

products (NGL-IGS14, JPL-2018a, and UNAVCO) exhibit lower total RMS

scatter than older products (NGL-IGS08 and JPL-2011b), which provides ev-

idence for improved GPS precision with newer products. The UNAVCO series

have particularly low scatter in the GPS horizontal components because of the

regional reference-frame realization (Fig. 1). We also find strong linear corre-

lations between the NGL-IGS14 and JPL-2018a series, which largely reflects
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the use of the same software package (GipsyX) and similar parameterizations,

including the reference-frame realization.

When correcting height time series for NTAL, the GPS data products

derived using accurate, high-resolution troposphere delays (i.e. NGL-IGS14,

UNAVCO, and JPL-2011b using ECMWF/VMF1) yield the greatest reduc-

tions in RMS scatter. Data products derived using static or slowly-varying

troposphere delays (i.e. NGL-IGS08 and JPL-2018a using GMF and GPT2w,

respectively) are found to yield poor reductions in RMS scatter, or even sig-

nificant increases in RMS scatter. We therefore recommend the use of high-

resolution troposphere delays based on accurate numerical weather models

(e.g. ECMWF/VMF1) during initial GPS data processing, whenever possible,

in order to yield the most precise position estimates. Approximate troposphere

delays (e.g. static-delay, GMF, GPT2w) absorb part of the NTAL signal, and

correcting for NTAL at the post-processing stage can degrade the time se-

ries by way of an overcorrection for NTAL. Changes in RMS scatter in the

horizontal components are less pronounced than in the up component and a

relationship with troposphere delays, if any, is not clear.

The slowly varying troposphere models (GPT2w, GMF) compensate pri-

marily for day to day fluctuations in atmospheric pressure loading, and have

less effect on seasonal atmospheric loading (since the troposphere models vary

with that period). Seasonal atmospheric fluctuations are relatively small in

the contiguous U.S. and Alaska, with larger fluctuations elsewhere, such as in

Australia and Greenland (Fig. 2).

To continue accommodating a wide array of possible scientific applications

and in recognition of the indeterminate nature of numerical weather models, we

do not recommend that GPS software packages implement NTAL corrections

as standard procedure during processing. We recommend that NTAL correc-
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tions continue to be applied at the post-processing stage with care taken to

remain consistent with the troposphere-delay modeling used during processing.

Differences in GPS processing methods also affect estimates of seasonal

crustal deformation, which are associated (in part) with seasonal fluctuations

in terrestrial water storage. In the contiguous U.S. and Alaska, differences in

seasonal deformation derived from different GPS data products can exceed

0.5 mm amplitude in the horizontal components and 2.5 mm amplitude in

the up component. We find that the residuals are markedly reduced after

accounting for network-uniform seasonal displacements, which are likely re-

lated to reference-frame inconsistencies. After removing a seasonal common

mode, differences in the amplitudes of seasonal deformation between all GPS

data products generally range from 0.1-0.3 mm in the horizontal components

and 0.4-1.0 mm in the up component. The discrepancies between data prod-

ucts provide a constraint on the precision of estimated seasonal deformation,

and thus on uncertainties in inferred terrestrial water-storage variations, but

should be considered in the context of the relative accuracy of each GPS data

product.

As the application of GPS to infer changes in total water storage widens,

improving the accuracy of GPS positioning becomes more important. Where

timeliness requirements allow, high-resolution troposphere delay models us-

ing sub-daily or daily values of atmospheric surface pressure that are ob-

tained from numerical weather models constrained by empirical data (such

as ECMWF/VMF1) should be used in GPS data processing.
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